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Executive Summary 

 
This archaeological desk-based assessment considers land approximately 4.2ha in 

extent proposed for residential development at land off Cookson Way, Brough With St 

Giles, Catterick, North Yorkshire. 

In accordance with government policy (National Planning Policy Framework), the 

assessment draws together the available archaeological, historic, topographic and 

land-use information in order to clarify the heritage significance and archaeological 

potential of the study site.  

The assessment has established that there are no designated assets on the study site. 

Within the surroundings there are two Scheduled Monuments, a Conservation Area, 

one Grade I, one Grade II* and sixteen Grade II Listed Buildings, all of which are 

screened from the study site by intervening topography, vegetation and buildings. 

Consequently, there will be no impact on these designated assets or their settings and 

significance. 

The assessment has established that there are no non-designated recorded 

archaeological assets on the study site. This assessment has also considered the 

potential for as-yet to be discovered archaeological assets within the site. It concludes 

that, on the basis of the archaeological evidence from the search area, the site has a 

low/negligible potential for significant remains of all periods.  

The assessment has shown that there are no archaeological constraints to the 

deliverability of the study site.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF STUDY 

 

1.1 This archaeological desk-based assessment of land at Cookson Way, Brough With St 

Giles, Catterick, North Yorkshire has been researched and prepared by CgMs 

Consulting on behalf of White Acre Estates. 

1.2 The site, also referred to as the study site, comprises approximately 4.2ha of land 

proposed for residential development, centred at National Grid Reference SE 2117 

9867 (Figure 1). The site is located to the east of Colburn and is a rough pasture field. 

Modern residential development bounds the west side of the study site, with arable 

fields bounding the north, east and south. 

1.3 This assessment has been prepared in compliance with the National Planning Policy 

Framework, to identify and provide a description of the significance of heritage assets 

on the site and the likely effects of development on that significance.  

1.4 The assessment comprises an examination of evidence in the North Yorkshire Historic 

Environment Record (HER), the Historic England Archives (HEA) and online resources. 

Information regarding Scheduled Monuments, Registered Parks and Gardens, 

Registered Battlefields and Listed Buildings was obtained from the North Yorkshire 

HER and Historic England Archives. Information on Conservation Areas was obtained 

from Richmondshire District Council.  

1.5 The assessment incorporates published and unpublished material, and charts historic 

land-use through a map regression exercise. A site inspection was undertaken on 14th 

July 2017.  

1.6 As a result, the assessment enables relevant parties to assess the significance of 

heritage assets on and close to the site and to consider the potential for hitherto 

undiscovered archaeological assets, thus enabling potential impacts on assets to be 

identified along with the need for any design, civil engineering or archaeological 

solutions. 
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2.0 PLANNING BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN FRAMEWORK 

 

2.1 In considering any planning application, the planning authority will be guided by the 

policy framework set by government planning policy, by current Development Plan 

policy and by other material considerations.  

2.2 In 2012, the Government published the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), 

which replaced previous national policy relating to heritage and archaeology.  

2.2.1 Section 12 of the NPPF, entitled Conserving and Enhancing the Historic Environment 

provides guidance for planning authorities, property owners, developers and others on 

the conservation and investigation of heritage assets. Overall, the objectives of 

Section 12 of the NPPF can be summarised as seeking the: 

• Delivery of sustainable development 

• Understanding the wider social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits 

brought by the conservation of the historic environment, and  

• Conservation of England's heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their 

significance. 

2.2.2 Section 12 of the NPPF recognises that intelligently managed change may sometimes 

be necessary if heritage assets are to be maintained for the long term.  Paragraph 128 

states that planning decisions should be based on the significance of the heritage 

asset, and that the level of detail supplied by an applicant should be proportionate to 

the importance of the asset and should be no more than sufficient to review the 

potential impact of the proposal upon the significance of that asset. 

2.2.3 Heritage Assets are defined in Annex 2 of the NPPF as: a building, monument, site, 

place, area or landscape positively identified as having a degree of significance 

meriting consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. They 

include designated heritage assets (as defined in the NPPF) and assets identified by 

the local planning authority during the process of decision-making or through the 

plan-making process.  

2.2.4 Annex 2 also defines Archaeological Interest as a heritage asset which holds or 

potentially could hold, evidence of past human activity worthy of expert investigation 

at some point. Heritage assets with archaeological interest are the primary source of 

evidence about the substance and evolution of places, and of the people and cultures 

that made them. 

2.2.5 A Designated Heritage Asset comprises a World Heritage Site, Scheduled Monument, 

Listed Building, Protected Wreck Site, Registered Park and Garden, Registered 

Battlefield or Conservation Area.  
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2.2.6 Significance is defined as: The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations 

because of its heritage interest. This interest may be archaeological, architectural, 

artistic or historic. Significance derives not only from a heritage asset’s physical 

presence, but also from its setting. 

2.2.7 In short, government policy provides a framework which: 

• Protects nationally important designated Heritage Assets (which include World 

Heritage Sites, Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Listed Buildings, Protected Wreck 

Sites, Registered Parks and Gardens, Registered Battlefields or Conservation 

Areas) 

• Protects the settings of such designations 

• In appropriate circumstances seeks adequate information (from desk based 

assessment and field evaluation where necessary) to enable informed decisions 

• Provides for the excavation and investigation of sites not significant enough to 

merit in-situ preservation. 

2.3 The Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) is a web-based resource which is to be used in 

conjunction with the NPPF. It is aimed at planning professionals and prescribes best 

practice within the planning sector. The relevant section is entitled Conserving and 

enhancing the historic environment.  

2.4 The relevant development plan framework is provided by the Richmondshire Local Plan 

Core Strategy (2014). The policies which address archaeology are as follows:  

CORE POLICY CP12: CONSERVING AND ENHANCING ENVIRONMENTAL AND HISTORIC ASSETS 

Development or other initiatives will be supported where they conserve and enhance the 

significance of the plan area’s natural and man-made, designated or undesignated assets. 

Development will not be supported which: a. has a detrimental impact upon the significance of a 

natural or man-made asset b. is inconsistent with the principles of an asset’s proper 

management.  

Historic Assets  

1. Those elements which contribute to the significance of the heritage assets across the Plan 

area will be conserved and, where appropriate, enhanced. Particular attention will be paid to 

those assets referred to in Paragraph 4.12.16 which make a particularly important contribution 

to the character and sense of place of Richmondshire.  

2. Where a proposal is likely to result in harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset 

and there are compelling reasons for allowing that development, opportunities will be sought to 

offset this harm by ensuring that other elements which contribute to the significance of that 

particular asset are enhanced or their significance better revealed.  

3. Consideration of development proposals will also need to take into account the objective of 

securing the long term existence of the heritage asset. This is particularly the case for those 

assets which have been identified as being at risk. Enabling development may be considered 
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acceptable in the particular location (site or buildings), where all other alternatives have been 

explored, and the development or use proposed is the only practical means of securing the future 

conservation of a heritage asset. 

2.5 Therefore, in considering the archaeological implications of the proposed planning 

application for development, the local planning authority will be guided by the policy 

framework set by government (NPPF) and Policy CP12 of the Richmondshire Local Plan 

Core Strategy (2014). 
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3.0 GEOLOGY, TOPOGRAPHY AND SITE CONDITIONS 

3.1 Geology 

3.1.1 The underlying solid geology of the study site comprises mudstone, siltstone and 

sandstone of the Millstone Grit Group, which is overlain by Diamicton Till. A fault line 

passes through the site from north-east-east to south-west-west (British Geological 

Survey 1997).  

3.2 Site Conditions and Topography 

3.2.1 The study site is located in Brough With St Giles to the east of Catterick Garrison and 

is currently a single field of rough grassland (Plate 1). Modern residential development 

bounds the west side of the study site (Plate 2), with Cookson Way on the south-west 

side. The study site is surrounded by agricultural fields to the north, east and south. 

An overgrown access track and field drain runs along the north perimeter of the study 

site (Plate 3).  

3.2.2 The study site is generally flat at approximately 85m AOD, with a slight rise across the 

centre of the east side of the field to c. 87m AOD (Plates 4-5). This rise can be seen in 

the LiDAR data for the study site (Appendix 2), which has also detected a change in 

topography on the north-west side but this was not observable during a site visit. 

Mature trees and hedgerows line the perimeter of the site.  

3.2.3 The nearest watercourse is the River Swale situated c. 930m to the north of the study 

site. 
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4.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, INCLUDING 

ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

4.1 Timescales used in this report are as follows. 

 Prehistoric 

Palaeolithic 450,000 BC - 10,001 BC 

Mesolithic 10,000 BC - 4,001 BC 

Neolithic 4,000 BC - 1,801 BC 

Bronze Age 1,800 BC - 601 BC 

Iron Age 600 BC - AD 42 

 

 Historic 

Roman AD 43 - 409 AD 

Saxon/Early Medieval AD 410 - 1065 AD 

Medieval AD 1066 - 1485 AD 

Post-Medieval AD 1486 - 1799 AD 

Modern AD 1800 - Present 

 
4.2 Introduction 

4.2.1 This chapter reviews existing archaeological evidence for the site and the 

archaeological/historical background of the general area based on a consideration of 

evidence in the National Heritage List for England, North Yorkshire HER, the HEA, 

North Yorkshire Record Office and Archives, and various on-line sources for the study 

site and a surrounding 1km search area (the study area). 

4.2.2 A gazetteer of designated heritage assets, archaeological monuments and 

archaeological investigations and events is provided at Appendix 2. This chapter also 

considers the potential for as yet undiscovered archaeological assets on the site, in 

accordance with the NPPF. Chapter 5 subsequently considers site conditions and 

whether any theoretical potential identified in this chapter is likely to survive.  

4.2.3 It is not the purpose of this document to create a detailed archaeology or history of 

Brough With St Giles, noting every sherd of pottery or lithic flake. Rather, it aims to 

provide an assessment of the study site’s archaeological potential based on 

archaeological evidence in the study area. 

4.3 Designated Heritage Assets 

4.3.1 Data obtained from Historic England and the HER confirms that there are no 

designated heritage assets (Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments, Conservation 
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Areas, Registered Battlefields or Parks and Gardens) on the study site (Appendices 1 

and 2). 

4.3.2 Within the surroundings of the study site there are two Scheduled Monuments. The 

nearest is located c. 670m to the north of the study site and just to the north of St 

Giles Farm, comprising a Medieval hospital, Post-Medieval farmstead and an Iron Age 

occupation site (SM no. 1021210). There is also the Scheduled Cataractonium Roman 

Fort and town (SM no. 1021181) c. 915m to the east of the study site. Both Scheduled 

Monuments are screened from the proposed development site by intervening 

topography and vegetation and are therefore not sensitive to development within the 

site.  

4.3.3 The Brompton-on-Swale Conservation Area is situated c. 800m to the north-east of 

the study site and is screened from the study site by intervening topography, 

vegetation and development. Therefore, the Conservation Area is not sensitive to 

development on the study site and so will be given no further consideration within this 

report. 

4.3.4 There is one Grade I, one Grade II* and sixteen Grade II Listed Buildings within the 

1km study area (Appendices 1 and 2). The closest Listed Building to the study site is 

the Grade II Listed Ash House (LB no. 1179822) located c. 400m to the south-east. 

Ten of the Grade II Listed Buildings are within Brompton-on-Swale Conservation Area 

to the north. The remaining seven Listed Buildings are to the south of the A6136, 

Catterick Road, located between c. 550m and c. 900m in the area of and associated 

with Brough Hall (Grade I, 1318301) and the Church of St Paulinus (Grade II*, 

1179809). All of these Listed Buildings are screened from the study site by intervening 

topography, buildings and mature vegetation and so will be given no further 

consideration within this report.  

4.3.5 There are no additional designated heritage assets within the search area. A gazetteer 

of the designated heritage assets is included at Appendix 2 and shown on plans in 

Appendix 1. 

4.4 Non-Designated Heritage Assets and other archaeological monuments 

4.4.1 There are no non-designated assets recorded within the study site.  

4.4.2 There are a further eight ‘Monuments’ within the 1km search area. A gazetteer of HER 

records is included at Appendix 1.  

4.5 Previous Archaeological Investigations 

4.5.1 There are three archaeological events recorded within the 1km study area. The first 

was a series of excavations within the Scheduled Monument (SM no. 1021210) at St 

Giles Hospital (ENY1025), c. 670m to the north of the study site.  
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4.5.2 The second of the HER events was a programme of air photograph transcription over a 

large area along the A1 corridor undertaken in 1997 by the RCHME (ENY4522), 

mapping plough-levelled features thought to be of Prehistoric, Roman or Early 

Medieval date.  

4.5.3 In addition, a Late Quaternary landscape history of the Swale-Ure Washlands, in which 

the study site is situated, was undertaken by the Department of Geography, University 

of Durham (ENY5414). 

4.5.4 A gazetteer of HER events is included at Appendix 1 and their locations are shown on 

plan in Appendix 2, but they are not discussed further.  

4.6 Prehistoric 

4.6.1 There are no Prehistoric archaeological assets recorded within the study site.  

4.6.2 Within the surrounding 1km study area there is one archaeological asset recorded on 

the HER (MNY13073) relating to the Scheduled site (SM no. 1021210) at St Giles 

located c. 670m to the north wherein a small assemblage of Mesolithic flints was 

recovered. Evidence for late Neolithic or Early Bronze Age clearance of a river terrace 

was also recovered together with a small residual flint assemblage of the same period 

and occupation features of middle Iron Age were identified below the Medieval 

hospital. 

4.6.3 Flint tools are found in small numbers scattered across the wider landscape generally. 

Moreover, further to the east and immediately outside of the 1km study area around 

Catterick village, a concentration of archaeological sites has been identified dating to 

the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age periods, including barrows, a cursus, pit 

alignments, and henges, which suggest widespread activity focused on the River 

Swale and Ure. Extending out along the banks of the River Swale in the wider area are 

occasional finds such as a Bronze Age sword discovered in Brompton-on-Swale in 

1963 and a bronze rapier recovered from the north bank of the River Swale in 

Catterick Bridge. To the north-west of the study site but just outside of the study 

area, aerial photographs revealed the presence of a substantial penannular ditched 

enclosure with two opposing entrances on the south bank of the Swale at Colburn 

probably also dating to the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age. 

4.6.4 Also in the surroundings of Catterick, to the east of the 1km study area, evidence of 

Iron Age occupation has been discovered at several sites, such as a large rectilinear 

enclosure and hut circles near to the racecourse and an oval enclosure with structures 

succeeded by a square enclosure at Pallet Hill. Extensive field systems associated with 

Iron Age settlement have also been identified along the River Swale to the north-east, 
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south and west of the racecourse at Catterick, which is to the east of the 1km study 

area. 

4.6.5 The study site is located within an extensive Prehistoric landscape. However, it would 

seem that much of the activity was more focused on the River Swale to the north and 

in the surroundings of Catterick to the east and, therefore, the study site may have 

been situated on the periphery of this landscape. Consequently, based on the above 

evidence it is considered that there exists a low/nil potential for the presence of any 

significant Prehistoric remains within the study site. 

4.7 Roman 

4.7.1 There is no Roman evidence within the study site recorded in the HER.  

4.7.2 On the eastern edge of and extending further eastwards beyond the 1km study area is 

the Scheduled Roman fort and town of Cataractonium (SM no. 1021181). Evidence 

from a series of archaeological excavations within and around the Scheduled 

Monument has established that the earliest fort dated to c. AD 80, with military 

occupation until c. AD 120, during which time the course of Dere Street Roman road 

was laid out. A civilian settlement was also established during this period and 

continued when the fort was first abandoned in c. AD 120. The military reoccupied the 

fort at some time between AD 160-200 at a time when the civilian settlement was also 

enclosed by fortifications. Occupation within the town continued to the north of the 

River Swale until the late 4th century, with the area of the town to the south of the 

river until sometime after AD 400. 

4.7.3 The study site is located outside of the Roman fort and town and there is no evidence 

to suggest that activity extended to within its immediate vicinity during this period. 

Consequently, it is concluded the potential for archaeological remains of this date to 

survive within the study site is considered to be low/nil.  

4.8 Saxon/Medieval 

4.8.1 There are no recorded archaeological assets of Saxon/Medieval date within the study 

site.   

4.8.2 Within the 1km search area surrounding the study site there are three archaeological 

asset of Medieval date. St Giles Hospital (MNY13073/SM No. 1021210), located c. 

670m to the north, was a timber hospital with a later stone refectory founded in the 

late 12th century but had been dissolved or abandoned by the late 15th century. It also 

had an attached farm which was later re-used in the Post-Medieval period. Also to the 

north of the study area at a distance of c. 750m is the site of a Medieval watermill 

(MNY23760) which is positioned at the southern end of the Medieval linear settlement 

of Brompton-on-Swale. Approximately 810m to the south of the study site is a 
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deserted settlement within Brough Hall Park (MNY13080) first mentioned in the 1301 

Lay Subsidy, and in which aerial photographs have identified roads and village 

earthworks. 

4.8.3 There is no evidence to suggest that the study site was occupied or was in close 

proximity to any settlement in this period. Consequently, it is considered that the 

potential for significant non-agricultural archaeological remains of Saxon/Medieval 

date to survive within the site is low/nil.  

4.9 Post-Medieval and Modern 

4.9.1 There are no archaeological assets of Post-Medieval or modern date recorded within 

the study site.  

4.9.2 Within the surrounding 1km study area there are five archaeological assets of Post-

Medieval or modern date comprising: two lime kilns c. 800m to the north-west 

(MNY25183 and MNY25635); 17th century Brough Hall (MNY13081) and landscape 

park (MNY31295) c. 810m to the south of the study site; and an anti-aircraft gun 

emplacement (MNY31930) c. 730m to the south-west. 

4.9.3 The North Yorkshire Historic Landscape Characterisation provided by the HER maps, 

analyses and describes its present day landscape. The study site is shown as a 

Unknown Planned Enclosure. This relates to an area of medium-sized fields defined by 

straight hedgerows enclosed between 1750 and 1850, but not as part of an enclosure 

award. This is likely to have been due to the fact that the site was part of the Brough 

Estate at this time and owned by the Lawsons. 

4.9.4 The earliest available detailed map of the study site is the 1727 Brough Estate map 

(Figure 2). This shows the study site as part of a larger field (number 14) on its east 

side, and surrounded by an extensive network of fields. The field was known as ‘Ox 

Moor’ and farmed by New House Farm. The north, west and south field boundaries 

appear in the same location as the present day.   

4.9.5 The Brough Estate map of 1836 (Figure 3) shows the east boundary of the study site 

has been constructed and the field is labelled ‘Thirsley Hill’. Much of the study site’s 

surroundings have changed little since the 1727 Estate map (Figure 2). 

4.9.6 The Brough Tithe map of 1842 (Figure 4) shows no change to the study site and 

relatively little change to its surroundings. The tithe apportionment records the study 

area as being used for pasture and named ‘Thistley Hill’ owned by William Lawson. 

4.9.7 The Ordnance Survey map of 1857 (Figure 5) shows that there is no change to the 

study site since the Tithe map of 1842 (Figure 4) and it remains unchanged until the 

present day. In the immediate surroundings during the 19th and 20th centuries many 

of the field boundaries have been removed to create larger fields.  
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4.9.8 The 1893 Ordnance Survey map (Figure 6) shows the track to the north of the site for 

the first time in detail and there is an indication of the field drain running along it. The 

direction of flow is later shown on the 1913 Ordnance Survey map running in an 

easterly direction (Figure 7), and it is eventually labelled as a ‘Drain’ on the Ordnance 

Survey map of 2006 (Figure 8). 

4.9.9 By the time of the 2006 Ordnance Survey map (Figure 8) modern residential 

development has been built to the west of the study site.  

4.9.10 The study site remained as agricultural land throughout the Post-Medieval period until 

the present day, with the north, west and south field boundaries pre-dating the 19th 

century. Consequently, the potential for significant (i.e. non-agricultural) Post-

Medieval and Modern evidence to survive is considered to be low/nil. 

4.10 Assessment of Significance 

4.10.1 Paragraph 128 of the NPPF states that planning decisions should be based on the 

significance of the heritage asset, and that the level of detail supplied by an applicant 

should be proportionate to the importance of the asset and should be no more than 

sufficient to review the potential impact of the proposal on the significance of that 

asset.  

4.10.2 This assessment has established that there are no designated or non-designated 

assets on the study site and there will be no impact upon any designated assets or 

their settings within the wider area.  

4.10.3 The NPPF requires that consideration is given to the possibility for as yet undiscovered 

archaeological assets. The assessment has identified a low/negligible potential for 

significant evidence from all periods to be discovered within the study site and the 

LiDAR data (Appendix 2) also corroborates this assumption.  

4.10.4 Any hitherto unknown archaeological remains present within the site would be 

significant for their evidential value and their potential to contribute to local and 

regional research agendas.  
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5.0 THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT & IMPACT ON HERITAGE ASSETS 

 
5.1 The Proposed Development 

5.1.1 The study site is being proposed for residential development. 

5.2 Impact on Heritage Assets 

5.2.1 There are no designated assets on the study site.  

5.2.2 The assessment has established that there will be no impact on any designated assets 

or their settings within the surroundings of the study site as they are screened from 

the development by intervening buildings, topography or vegetation.  

5.2.3 The assessment has also considered the potential for as yet to be discovered 

archaeological evidence within the study site and, based on the available evidence, it 

has concluded that there is a low/negligible potential for sub-surface remains of all 

archaeological periods. This conclusion is corroborated by LiDAR data for the study site 

(Appendix 2) which has shown there to be no obvious features within the study site of 

archaeological potential. 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

 

6.1 This archaeological desk-based assessment draws together the available 

archaeological, historic, topographic and land-use information in order to identify the 

archaeological potential of land at Cookson Way, Brough With St Giles, Catterick, 

North Yorkshire. 

6.2 It addresses the information requirements set out in the National Planning Policy 

Framework (NPPF) and provides the proportionate response sought by the NPPF. 

6.3 The assessment has established that there are no designated or non-designated 

archaeological assets on the study site.  

6.4 There are two Scheduled Monuments, a Conservation Area, one Grade I, one Grade 

II* and sixteen Grade II Listed Buildings within the surroundings, all of which are 

screened from the study site by intervening topography, vegetation and buildings. 

Consequently, there will be no impact on the designated assets or their settings and 

significance within the surroundings of the study site. 

6.5 This assessment has also considered the potential for as-yet to be discovered 

archaeological assets within the site. It concludes that, on the basis of the 

archaeological evidence from the search area, the site has a low/negligible potential 

for significant remains of all periods.  

6.6 The assessment has shown that there are no archaeological constraints to the 

deliverability of the study site.  
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Plate 1: North-east facing view across the study site 
 

 

 
 
Plate 2: View westwards across the site towards the modern residential 
development 
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Plate 3: East view along the access track to the north of the study site 
 
 

 
 
Plate 4: South facing view along the east side of the study site with the rise in 
topography seen in the middle distance 
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Plate 5: South-west facing view across the study site with the rise in 
topography seen in the distance 
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APPENDIX 2: GAZETTEER OF DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED HERITAGE ASSETS  
HER 
Number 

Name & Description Location Date 

HER Monuments  
MNY13080 Brough Park 

Mentioned in 1301 lay subsidy. Beresford (1955) states that 
a number of pre-enclosure roads inbough park and possible 
village earthworks existed visible on the air photographs. 

SE 215 980 Medieval  

MNY13081 Brough Hall  
An early c17th country house altered and enlarged in the 
c18th. Pevsner (1966) states that the house has an 
Elizabethan centre or core. 

SE 2157 9783 Medieval  

MNY23760 Watermill, Brompton on Swale SE 21500 99500 Medieval  
MNY25183 Lime Kiln off track leading from Thornbrough SE 21930 99230 Post Medieval  
MNY25635 Lime kiln off track leading from Thornbrough SE 21950 99250 Post Medieval  
MNY31295 Brough Hall, Park  SE 2153 9786  16th Century  
MNY31930 Anti aircraft gun emplacement SE 21700 98000 20th Century  
MNY13073 St Giles Hospital  

Founded in the late c12th: dissolved or abandoned in the late 
c15th. It comprised of a chapel; timber hospital building; 
stone refectory; guest house and dovecote. It had an 
attached farm. By c17th the site was reused as a farm until 
mid c18th. Excavated 1988 to 1990 (1)(2)(3)(4). Excavation 
to mitigate the effects of flooding was carried out. This 
identified prehistoric remains as well as details about the 
development of the hospital (5) 

SE 20928 99606  

Designated Heritage Assets 
1131483 The Stable Block  SE21635 97779 Grade II 
1131484 Bridge Carrying Drive in Front of Brough Hall  SE21568 97936 Grade II 
1131485 Gate Piers Approximately 75m North of Church of St 

Paulinus 
SE21566 98142 Grade II 

1131594 Home Farmhouse SE21611 99725 Grade II 
1131596 Estrella Cottage SE21726 99680 Grade II 
1131597 Phoenix House SE21673 99681 Grade II 
1131598 Church of St Paul  SE21557 99685 Grade II 
1131599 West End SE21535 99674 Grade II 
1131600 Garden Walls of Brompton Grange with Main Gateway 

and Garden Buildings 
SE21679 99566 Grade II 

1179531 16, Richmond Road SE21716 99680 Grade II 
1179577 Brompton Grange SE21692 99597 Grade II 
1179809 Church of St Paulinus Prestbury and attached 

outbuildings 
SE21552 98106 Grade II* 

1179822 Ash House SE21725 98580 Grade II 
1301883 Gate, Gate Posts and Railings to Grange Lea SE21670 99586 Grade II 
1301898 Greystones SE21597 99677 Grade II 
1318301 Brough Hall  SE21574 97826 Grade I 
1318302 Icehouse Approximately 100m to West of Brough Hall  SE21441 97819 Grade II 
1318303 Bridge over Brough Beck  SE21392 97926 Grade II 
1021181 Cataractonium Roman Forts and Town  SE22466 99355 1969 
1021210 St Giles medieval hospital, post-medieval farmstead 

and Iron Age occupation site immediately north of St 
Giles Farm  

SE20990 99602 1946 

HER Events 
ENY1025 St Giles Hospital Season 3 

Archaeological Excavation  
Areas 3, 4, 5 and 6, St Giles Hospital. The final season of 
work at this site completed areas 3 and 4, and sampled other 
earthwork areas (areas 5 and 6) 

SE 20877 99609 1990 

ENY4522 RCHME: Catterick Project 
Between April and August 1997, the Royal Commission on 
Historical Monuments England carried out an air photograph 
transcription project in the A1 corridor. The project mapped 
plough-levelled features thought to be of Prehistoric, Roman 
or early Medieval date only. 

SE 229 981 1997 

ENY5414 Late Quaternary landscape history of the Swale – Ure 
Washlands 
Heritage Assessment 

SE 32 80 2003-2004 
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